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Coming back from Kenya this time, I felt really encouraged that 
so much seemed to be coming together. A major factor is the way 
in which the Kenyan elections had gone through smoothly with no 
violence and, backed by the new constitution, the structure of the 
country is taking on a new look. Kenyatta is widely respected as a 
successful business man and he and Ruto are forming a 
government where the ministers are not elected but largely from 
the private sector.

Our first and longest running project is the organisation of 
outreach clinics in conjunction with Gertrude’s Children’s 
Hospital in Nairobi. We have an excellent working relationship 
with Carole Muruithi with whom we have worked out a new 
budget running within our means and are setting up a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). This liaison will be taken 
over by our Trustee Dr Charles Darley in the near future. 

The projects in LISHACG 
are running very well. The 
laboratory in the main 
block is now complete and 
the equipment in place. 
The photo shows Chief 
Joseph and the new 
laboratory technician Jane. 
An agreement has been 
reached with the District 
Hospital, under Dr David 

Njoroje, that the position will be supported by the DH.

In the dispensary, the installation of the solar water heater has 
been delayed due to the heavy rains rendering the soil unstable. 
Once this has been resolved, the reserve water tank and pump 
can be put in place and warm water available for the staff and 



patients. A shower has been installed already. Most of our input 
here will be minimal from now on.

The IT centre and library   are both performing well. The use of 
the internet is on the increase and helping fund the free access 
for the children and their training. Adults are also being trained 
by Nancy the IT manager. A new battery will be installed shortly 
and the solar detector lights that I took over are now in place. 
This will reduce the load on the system though an extra solar 
panel is needed to increase the user time on the computers. The 
spare computer will be moved to the dispensary. Other income is 
coming from the laminator. The library under Christine is very 
popular and through other donors we have purchased more 
books at the primary level.

It was decided at a meeting of the site committee that the blocks 
already made would be used to replace part of the broken fencing 
but the equipment is now obsolescent due to the demand for 
interlocking blocks. No further action will be taken.

I visited the UMEJO nursery 
school to deliver toys and 
balls to the children but 
there has been no change in 
the registration of the 
school. I was advised by the 
Chief that there could be 
changes later in the year 
affecting the school and to 
be patient!!

The photo shows a box of 
pencils, crayons and other school items put together by my 
grandchildren in Virginia as their special gift to the children. The 
delivery was followed by high fives from all the children done with 
enormous enthusiasm!!!



Some further steps have been taken with regard to the 
Agricultural/ Technological (Ag/tech) training of disadvantaged 
youngsters. I had a meeting with Jane Ngigi, the CEO of the Kenya 
Flower growers council, who is very supportive of our project. She 
has suggested focussing on tree rearing from seed as an 
excellent possibility especially with the strong drive in Kenya to 
plant more trees so we are looking at ways of getting the land 
and the trainers. At the same time a local man Duncan Egwamil is 
acting as project leader and has been exploring the idea of 
joining up with the Mt Kenya training college. Whichever way we 
go we want to have any course approved by our trustees and 
Plumpton college to ensure high and appropriate standards.

I had a very interesting 
tour round Maggie 
Hobb’s Flower Farm 
looking at all the 
aspects of flower 
production and sales. 
This helped very much 
in ensuring we are 
moving in the right 
direction as Maggie is 
helping us with advice 
re future employment 

of the apprentices. The photo shows veronica being picked to 
make up flower parcels for export.

On the home front, we have just had an exhausting time at the 
Plumpton College Open Day. A bitterly cold wind made it an 
endurance test but our stand, superbly decorated with text and 
photos by David and Gilly Cowan and two new pop-ups 
describing our work donated by my brother Richard, attracted 
some very interested visitors. It was a steep learning curve for me 
and I was very grateful for the support of the above and others 



who came and helped on the stand. Our thanks also go to 
Plumpton College for giving us a site.

Now we are looking ahead to the Hog Roast on July 6th which has 
been widely advertised locally and among Nuffield Scholars. The 
pattern will be similar to last year and those who came then will 
be delighted that the same supplier of delicious roast pork is 
coming again. Tickets at £16 per adult and £12 for the under 
twelve year olds will be available from June 1st. Under two year old 
children come free.

My thanks to you all for your continuing help over the last months 
especially our Board and new Management Committee..

Best wishes

Gill Bullock


